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Speaking Points (1)

DISCLAIMER: NOT SPEAKING FOR THE FDA, NOR DISCLOSING
ANY MATERIAL COVERED BY NDAS

■ Why medical CPS?
– “The hardest” :)
– Diverse multi-stakeholder
– Extreme resource constraints, long lifetime of devices

■ Why FDA?
– Safety “vs.” security: should be both, right?



Speaking Points (2)

■ “Why is ‘no one’ adopting our solutions?”
– Manufacturer statistics from Junod [1]
– Manufacturers do not always have resources to hire security 

people (but they MUST have safety people)
– Is security AUTOMATICALLY addressed in safety analyses (e.g. 

FMEA, STPA)? In theory. Probably not in practice.
– “Can your device do X?” ... “Can it be MADE to do X?”
■ “Reasonably foreseeable misuse” (from regulations)

– “Hasn’t been a problem.” Could such problems be detected if they 
occurred? Perhaps they already have.

– Potential patient safety hazards from security solutions



Speaking Points (3)

■ “Why is ‘no one’ patching?”
– MYTH: Every patch must be FDA-reviewed (Otherwise, every Patch 

Tuesday would be nightmare at FDA!)
– Manufacturers do not always have time to test third-party patches
– Facility statistics from AHA [2] and CDC [3] (We got very lucky with 

WannaCry :)
– Operators (not regulated by FDA) are responsible for secure deployment
– Conflicting requirements of operators: IT “vs.” biomedical engineering

■ Standards and requirements:
– “...and nothing else” is not satisfiable
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– Only 3.7% have more than 100 employees
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– Hospitals, beds, and occupancy rates, by type of ownership

■ Table 89. Hospitals, beds, and occupancy rates, by type of ownership and size of hospital: United States, 
selected years 1975–2013

■ US: 5,686 hospitals (with 914,513 beds)
■ So, average of 161 beds per hospital
■ 46% of hospitals have 100 beds of fewer (For some reason the total percentage of beds is 87.5%.)


